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You love the ProStar 209 because you get the best of both worlds. A tournament bred

ski machine with a spacious open bow and enough room to appease your nuclear

family. But just because you're practical doesn't mean you can't be sophisticated.

The Sammy Duvall ProStar 209 has a distinctive look that combines functionality and

extravagance. It has all the ProStar 209's assets with signature Sammy Duvall styling.

The monochromatic interior is dripping with elegant features like 32oz vinyl

lambskin, a polished steering wheel wrapped in leather, turned-aluminum

instrument panel, white-faced instruments, a polished chrome shifter knob and a

polished aluminum ski pylon. For added elegance, seat cushions and armrest panels

have been emblazoned with Duvall's autograph. You also get limited edition decals on

the transom and trailer that add to the uniqueness of your boat.

Pop the top on your engine box and break out the smelling salts. Your friends will be

stunned by the polished gold plenum covering your 330 hp V-8 multi-port fuel-injected

engine. They'll be even more astounded at the way it explodes out of the hole, forming

subtle wakes just right for skiing, wakeboarding or just about anything your aquatic crew

can think of.

Redefine your boating experience with a signature style Sammy Duvall ProStar

209.

 

 

 
 

 

SAMMY DUVALL: This unique

package offers additional amenities

for skiers demanding distinction. The

spacious interior is wrapped with

monochromatic lambskin vinyl and is

accented with Sammy Duvall's

embroidered autograph. Both the

trailer and boat have special edition

graphics. Even the standard 330 hp

LTR has Sammy's signature style.

 

 

MASTERVIEW SEAT: If you're tired

of the view from traditional boat

seats, then MasterView is perfect for

you. This ergonomically designed

seat comes equipped with a flip-up

cushion that boosts you above the

windshield for improved visibility and

added comfort.
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19- AND 34-MPG WAKES: With

wakes like these it's no wonder ski

schools are making the ProStar 209

their top choice for transporting and

training elite athletes.

 

 
REAR SUNPAD: The backseat easily

converts to a spacious sunpad.

 

 

 
 

 

RECESSED FOOT WELL: A

recessed foot well adds comfort and

control when you're at the helm.
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